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Abstract— We have calculated the useful density that may be
achieved by the synergy of bad bit exclusion and advanced (BCH)
error correcting codes in prospective hybrid (CMOS/nanodevice)
resistive memories, as a function of the defective memory
cell fraction. The results indicate that the memories with a
CMOS/nano pitch ratio close to 3 (which is typical for the cur-
rent, initial stage of hybrid circuit development), may overcome
the usual resistive and flash memories with the same CMOS
design rules in useful bit density if the fraction of bad nanodevices
is below ∼ 15%, even under rather tough (30 ns) restrictions
on the total access time. Moreover, as the technology matures,
and the pitch ratio approaches an order of magnitude, the
hybrid resistive memories may be far superior to the densest
semiconductor memories by providing, e. g., a 1 Tbit/cm2 density
even for a very conservative defect fraction of ∼ 2%.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the flash memories approach their scaling limits, more
and more attention is directed toward alternative “resistive”
(a.k.a “0T” or “0T/1R”) nonvolatile memories [1]. In such
memories, information bits are stored in bistable two-terminal
devices formed at each crosspoint of crossbar matrices. The
two possible internal stable states of the device correspond
to two branches of its I − V curve (Fig. 1), with low (RON)
and high (ROFF) resistances, and may be switched between
by the application of relatively high voltages V±. If the ratio
ROFF/RON is sufficiently large, the read and write operations
are straightforward - see, e.g., Ref. 2.

A significant advantage of the resistive memories over other
prospective memory technologies is that two-terminal devices
may have only one critical dimension (distance between
electrodes) which can be defined, e.g., by the thickness of
deposited film, with very high precision, and without exorbi-
tant fabrication costs. Bistable devices of this type have been
demonstrated using several materials, including self-assembled
molecular monolayers (SAMs) [3], thin polymer films [4],
chalcogenide layers [5], and notably metal-oxide films [6].
(For more references to the recent bistable device work, see
Ref. 2).

The second important advantage of resistive memories is
that their cell does not require a transistor and hence may have
the smallest footprint area, just 4 minimum squares. Moreover,
even when the well-known problems of the usual lithography
progress slow the scaling of CMOS half-pitch FCMOS to a
crawl [1], scaling of resistive memories may be extended by
using semiconductor/nanodevice hybrid circuits - see, e.g.,
Refs. [7]–[9] for recent reviews. Such a circuit combines
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Fig. 1. I − V curve of a bistable crosspoint nanodevice (schematically).

a semiconductor subsystem (fabricated with relatively crude
half-pitch FCMOS) with a nanowire crossbar fabricated using
an advanced patterning technology (such as nanoimprint [10]
or EUV interference lithography [11]) which may be used to
reach much better resolution Fnano, apparently well below 10
nm. (These technologies can hardly be used for CMOS fabri-
cation because of their relatively crude alignment capability.)

A major challenge in this approach is interfacing nanowire
crossbars to underlying CMOS circuits performing pe-
ripheral functions (including coding/decoding, line driving,
sensing, I/O functions, etc.). In order to overcome the
CMOS/nanodevice interface problems pertinent to earlier hy-
brid circuit proposal [7]–[9], we have recently proposed an
area-distributed “CMOL” interface provided by conic-shaped
vias (“pins”) [2], [7], [12]. The nanowire crossbar is turned
by angle α = arctan(1/r) = arcsin(Fnano/βFCMOS) relative
to the pin array, where β > 1 is a dimensionless factor that
depends on the CMOS cell complexity, and r is the main
integer parameter of the CMOL geometry. By activating two
CMOS cells, two pins (and two nanowires they contact) may
be connected to CMOS lines, so that the nanodevice of the
crosspoint of these two nanowires may be individually tested,
and its state may be read out and switched when necessary.
Figure 2a illustrates that this approach allows a unique access
to each and every nanodevice, even if Fnano � FCMOS [7].1

Another challenge for hybrid resistive memories is deep
scaling of the bistable crosspoint devices. Though reproducible
fabrication of programmable diodes with lateral size ∼ 200 nm

1A key feature of the CMOL interface that its fabrication yield may
approach 100% even in the absence of alignment between the nanowire
crossbar and the underlying CMOS circuit.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid CMOS/nanodevice resistive memory: (a) top view of the CMOL interface and (b) memory block architecture for r = 4. For clarity, panel
(a) shows only two adjacent crosspoint devices which may be addressed via pin pairs {1, 2} and {1, 2’}, while panel (b) shows only one (selected) column
of nanowire segments, the crosspoint nanodevices connected to one (selected) segment, and continuous top-level nanowires connected to these nanodevices.
Red and blue points are interface pins connecting the underlying CMOS circuit to, respectively, the bottom and top nanowires of the crossbar. Note that the
insulating shells of the “blue” pins naturally interrupt the bottom-layer nanowires, breaking them into segments.

has already been demonstrated [6], their apparent conductance
mechanism can hardly sustain the reproducibility below ∼ 10
nm. Beyond that frontier, different, highly ordered structures,
e.g. SAMs based on specially designed molecules [13] imple-
menting single-electron latching switches [14] may become
necessary. At the initial stage of their fabrication development,
the device yield may be rather low, so that the hybrid resistive
memory architectures have to ensure high defect tolerance.
In this paper we present and characterize such an architecture
with high defect tolerance enabled by the synergy between cell
matrix reconfiguration and advanced (BCH) error-correcting
codes [15].

II. ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATION

The top structure of our memory is similar to that of the
conventional memories [16]. Essentially, it is a rectangular
array of L crosspoint memory banks (“blocks”), so that during
a single operation, a particular row of CMOL blocks is
accessed with the help of block address decoders. In contrast,
the block architecture (Fig. 2b) is specific for the CMOL
interface which allows the placement of W 2 CMOS “relay”
cells under each nanowire crossbar. These cells are controlled
by CMOS-level decoders, four per each block (Fig. 2b).
At each elementary operation, one pair of block decoders
(shown in magenta in Fig. 2b) addresses one vertical and
one horizontal CMOS line, and thus selects a certain relay
cell at their crosspoint. This cell applies the data signal to a
“red” interface pin contacting a bottom-layer nanowire. The
other pair of decoders (shown in violet in Fig. 2b) selects a
set of different relay cells which provide similar biasing of
the corresponding top level nanowires through “blue” pins.
These nanowires may now address all crosspoint nanodevices
(memory cells) of a particular nanowire segment. Thus the four
decoders of the block, working together, can provide every

memory cell of the segment with voltages necessary for the
read and write operations.

The remaining circuitry shown in Fig. 2b, i.e. CMOS-based
mapping table and address control circuits, are needed to
convert the logical (external) addresses, which are fed to the
CMOL blocks, into physical (internal) addresses of memory
cells inside the block. In particular, the mapping table converts
the logical address of the segment (which is the same for
all selected blocks) into a pair of block-specific physical
addresses, Acol1 and Arow1, and CMOS-implemented decoders
activate the corresponding CMOS-level lines.

The central part of Fig. 2b shows the low-level structure
of the CMOL memory, for a particular (unrealistically small)
values of the block size and CMOL’s topological parameter r.
The top-level nanowires (here shown quasi-horizontal) stretch
over the whole block, while the low-level (nearly-vertical)
nanowires are naturally cut, by the “blue” pins, into segments
of equal length. An elementary analysis of the CMOL geome-
try (Fig. 2a) shows that each nanowire segment stretches over
r CMOS cells and contacts r2 (in Fig. 2b, sixteen) crosspoint
nanodevices.

Signals Acol1 and Arow1 are applied to CMOS wires, feeding
the “red” lines of the corresponding CMOS-implemented relay
cells (Fig. 2b). By opening all pass transistors of the row,
Arow1 selects a specific “red” pin of column Acol1, so that
the data Acol1 are fed only to a specific nanowire segment
contacting r2 crosspoint nanodevices. In parallel, addresses
Acol1 and Arow1 are sent to the CMOS-based address control
circuitry to generate another pair of physical addresses Arow2

and Acol2. Signal Arow2 opens the “blue”-pin pass transistors
in relay cells of a row, and thus connects each of r2 quasi-
horizontal nanowires of the top layer to a specific CMOS lines
(shown purple), thus enabling a read or write operation.

In general, not all memory cells can be read from such a



memory array. However, we have found that a very reasonable
utilization of memory cells is achieved by addressing simul-
taneously two lines [2]:

Arow2a = Arow1 + r/2, Arow2b = Arow1 − r/2. (1)

The loss of memory cells in such addressing scheme (Fig. 2b)
is just Wr3 memory cells per block, and the associated area
penalty is negligible in most cases. Note that of W output
CMOS lines (purple arrows on the bottom of each panel
of Fig. 2b), at each operation only r2 lines are connected
to nanodevices of the selected fragment. The selection of
these useful lines and their connection to the system output
are provided by the data decoder controlled by signal Acol2

(Fig. 2b). The necessary circuit is rather simple (essentially, a
barrel shifter) and may be readily implemented in the CMOS
subsystem.

III. DEFECT TOLERANCE CALCULATION

We have calculated the tolerance of our memories to “hard”
(fabrication-induced) nanodevice defects equivalent to “stuck-
on-close” faults, assuming that the defective devices are ran-
domly distributed, with probability q, around the memory.
(This is a conservative assumption since any clustering would
make the defect exclusion easier.) 2

In the synergetic approach of combining the memory array
reconfiguration with ECC [17], memory cells are divided
into fragments of certain size (“granularity”). Each of these
fragments is tested using ECC circuitry, and those of them
which may not be ECC-corrected are excluded from operation.
(For that, the addresses of good fragments are written into the
mapping table, see Fig. 2b). If the fraction q of bad bits is
large, the large granularity of exclusion is impracticable, due to
the exponential growth of the number of necessary redundant
resources. On the other hand, fine granularity requires an
unacceptably large mapping table. In this work we use a
flexible approach when the granularity is not related to the
physical structure of the memory array. This means that the
data fragment length, equal to g nanowire segments (i. e. gr2

memory cells) may be either smaller or larger than the one
segment.

In the former case (g < 1), the fragment is physically
placed on a part of one nanowire segment. This can be
easily implemented by keeping an additional “displacement”
address in the mapping table, and an additional circuitry which
multiplies the displacement by gr2 and adds the result to Acol2.
In the latter case (g > 1), the fragment is physically placed
(at the same intrablock address) into g nanowire segments of
g adjacent blocks of the same block row. This requires the
address mapping table to be shared between g neighboring
blocks.

For a binary ECC with length n and the information length
k, which can fix up to t errors in any of the n bits, the

2In future, it is certainly desirable to extend the analysis to “stuck-on-
close”-type defects.

probability Pf to fix a fragment is

Pf =

[
t∑

i=0

(
n

i

)
qi(1 − q)n−i

]gr2/n

. (2)

Here n is assumed to divide gr2 exactly. (If this is not so, the
bits in the reminder cannot be used and are wasted.) If each
block has a spare and m useful fragments (with the sum m+
a = W 2), the probability Psb for a “superblock” (consisting
of g adjacent blocks which share data fragments) to be fully
functional can be calculated as

Psb =
a∑

i=0

(
m + a

i

)
(1 − Pf)iPm+a−i

f , (3)

and the yield Y of the total memory is

Y = P
L/g
sb . (4)

In order to characterize the defect tolerance, we fix Y at
a certain level (usually, 90%), and numerically optimize the
granularity (fragment length g) and ECC parameters n and k to
calculate the maximum manageable fraction q of bad memory
cells. Since for realistic parameters (in particular, W 2 � 1),
Pf drops from nearly one to zero extremely (exponentially)
fast at a certain value q � 1, the block size (and hence the
number L of blocks at a fixed total memory size) and the fixed
value of Y virtually do not affect these results.

IV. AREA CALCULATION

The area and delay of fast bit-parallel decoding has been cal-
culated for BCH, a popular class of multiple error-correcting
linear codes [15].3 Our calculations have shown that for the
most interesting case W ≥ 256 the two most important
area components of the memory block are the memory cell
array and CMOS mapping table, while area contributions of
other circuits, e.g., block and cell decoders, ECC decoder,
drive/sense amplifiers and control circuitry, are negligible [2].
Therefore, the total area is approximately

A = L × Ablock ≈ L × (Aarray + g−1Amapping table), (5)

while useful capacity of the memory is

N =
L

g
mk

⌊
gr2

n

⌋
, (6)

where m is the number of good data fragments per block. The
ratio k/n < 1 reflects the area loss due to the ECC.

The area of an array of W × W relay cells is simply

Aarray = W 2 × (2βFCMOS)2, (7)

where β ≥ √
10/2 ≈ 1.6, since the minimum area of

the CMOS cell housing two minimum-width pass transistors
(Fig. 2b) may be estimated as 10(FCMOS)2 [16].

The area of mapping table implemented in CMOS is as-
sumed to be

Amapping table = 2mlog2W × (2FCMOS)2. (8)

3While BCH ECC may not be the absolutely best option for our particular
problem, they are among the most efficient short codes, e.g., for n ≤ 512.
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Fig. 3. Delay (black lines) and area (blue lines) of a bit-parallel decoder
for binary BCH codes as functions of the number of errors t the code can
correct for several values of code length n. The delay is measured in delays
of a standard CMOS fan-out-of-four inverter, while the area in the CMOS
half-pitch units. For convenience, horizontal lines show the delay of 1 ns and
the area of 1 mm2, for the 22 nm and 45 nm ITRS technology nodes (solid
and dashed lines, respectively).

V. CALCULATION OF SPEED AND POWER

In the units of the standard CMOS fan-out-of-four delay,
the BCH decoder delay may be expressed as [2]

τBCH ≈ 0.7tlog2n + 0.7t + 8tlog2log2n + 3.6tlog2t

+2.5log2log2n + 1.8log2t + 1.8.
(9)

Figure 3 shows several results obtained using this formula.
We will now show that the delays of read and write operations
in the metallic nanowire crossbar arrays are much shorter than
that of ECC decoding - see Eq. (9).4 The resistance of metallic
nanowires may be calculated [18] as that of conductors with
cross-section Fnano×Fnano and resistivity ρ adjusted to diffusive
surface scattering of electrons:

ρ ≈ ρ0 × (1 + λ/Fnano), (10)

where ρ0 is the table (bulk) resistivity of a pure metal. We
have assumed values ρ0 = 2 µΩ-cm and λ = 10 nm which are
typical for good metals at room temperature. The capacitance
of nanowires per unit length for the considered range of Fnano

is about 0.2 fF/µm [18].
We have assumed that each crosspoint programmable diode

is implemented as a parallel connection of D molecular single-
electron latching switches [13], [14], so that the resistance
of the single crosspoint nanodevice is RON/D and ROFF/D
in the ON and OFF states, correspondingly. Based on the
experimental data for self-assembled monolayers, the footprint
of a single molecule may be estimated as 0.25 nm2; so for D
we have used the following value:

D ≈ (Fnano)2/(0.25 nm2). (11)

4Other delays on the critical path, e.g., moving data in and out of the blocks,
are also negligible [2].
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Fig. 4. The equivalent circuit for the readout operation.

Resistances RON and ROFF are related by the equation for the
second-order quantum effect, elastic co-tunneling [19]:

ROFF/RON ≈ RON/RQ, (12)

where RQ ≡ �/e2 ≈ 4.1 kΩ is the quantum unit of resistance.
The necessary condition for a reliable read operation is that

the voltage swing between worst cases of reading state “1” and
state “0” on the input of the sense amplifier is approximately
10 times larger5 than the r.m.s. voltage fluctuations ∆VN due to
the noise. The voltage swing can be found from the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 4. Here we have assumed that all
unselected nanowire segments are pulled to the ground through
resistance (RwireROFF/D)1/2 which is the input resistance of
a semi-infinite ladder formed by the wire resistances Rwire

of the length 2Fnano and crosspoint nanodevices in OFF state
ROFF/D. Note that the pulldown resistance Rpd (Fig. 2b) may
be neglected here since it is much less than ROFF/D. Also, in
the equivalent circuit we neglect the resistance of bottom layer
nanowires, which is at most 1/2r2Rwire, i. e. much smaller
than the worst-case resistance r3Rwire of the top level (quasi-
horizontal) nanowires.

For all reasonable parameter sets, it is possible to pick a
realistic value of RON such that the following conditions are
satisfied:

Rsense, RON/D � r3Rwire, (13)

Rsense � (RwireROFF/D)1/2. (14)

In this case, all the formulas describing the equivalent circuit
may be significantly simplified. In particular, the voltage swing
is simply

Vswing ≈ VREAD × Rsense/(r3Rwire). (15)

In general, the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4 allows
one to calculate the total noise ∆VN contributed by the shot
noise on the nanodevices in their ON and OFF states, and
the thermal noise on the nanowires and Rsense. However, the
inequalities (13)-(14) ensure that ∆VN is dominated by the
thermal noise of Rsense, so that

∆VN ≈ [kBT/(2Cwire + CCMOS)]1/2, (16)

where Cwire is the capacitance of the global quasi-horizontal
nano-wire, of length Wr × 2Fnano, while CCMOS is a capac-
itance of the CMOS data line of the same length (see the

5The factor 10 results from the assumed Gaussian distribution of noise and
the requirement of keeping the bit error rate below ∼ 10−23.



violet data lines in Fig. 2b). The typical value of CCMOS for
the considered CMOS technology nodes is about 0.1 fF/µm.
The doubling of Cwire in Eq. (16) is due to the fact that two
CMOS select lines have to be activated for a read operation
(Fig. 2b) and therefore two quasi horizontal nanowire lines
will be charged.

The full block latency may be estimated as

τblock ≈ Rsense(2Cwire + CCMOS). (17)

To check our assumptions, and get a feeling of the system
parameters, let us consider a particular, but typical case W =
256, FCMOS = 45 nm and Fnano = 4.5 nm (and hence r = 16).
In this case the nanowire resistance Rwire turns out to be about
14 Ω, r3Rwire ≈ 57 KΩ, while Cwire = 7.4 fF. By using
nanodevices with RON = 400 KΩ ∼= 102RQ, and therefore
ROFF

∼= 40 GΩ, the resistances of the crosspoint devices are,
respectively, RON/D ≈ 5 KΩ, and ROFF/D ≈ 0.5 GΩ, since
for the considered value of Fnano the packing factor D is about
80. Using typical CMOS value VREAD = 1 V [1], the smallest
possible Rsense may be found from Eqs. (15) and (16) to equal
3 KΩ, i.e. a level much lower than the parallel resistance of
the semi-infinite ladder (RwireROFF/D)1/2 ≈ 85 KΩ. It is easy
to check that the conditions (13)-(14) are satisfied, so that
our approximate formulas are indeed valid. The corresponding
block delay in this case is about 55 ps, i.e. much smaller than
that of the ECC decoding, and hence can be neglected. (Even
in case of FCMOS = 22 nm and Fnano = 2.2 nm the block
delay, which is linearly proportional to the Rwire, is only 400
ps.) Due to this fact, our results are rather insensitive to the
hardware assumptions made above.

The formulas given above allow also a calculation of power
consumption in all components of the memory. Such calcula-
tions show that the power consumption is quite acceptable.
Indeed, the consumption is dominated by the static power
dissipated in nanowires connected to the nanodevices in ON
state. Since there might be at most r2 such nanowires (with the
average resistance 1/2r3Rwire) in a block, the corresponding
power for the whole memory can be estimated as

√
L ×

2(VREAD)2/(rRwire), giving the power density well below 1
W/cm2 for all cases we have studied. Note, however, that local
overheating is still possible and should be carefully evaluated
in future. At such analysis, one may consider an option of a
modest increase of RON and/or decrease of VREAD, since the
resulting increase of the block latency would not affect the
total memory access time significantly.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Requiring that the total yield Y described by Eq. (4) is
fixed at a certain level and fixing the block size at the value
W = 28 = 256,6 we investigate how the normalized memory

6This is very convenient for the most interesting case FCMOS/Fnano = 10,
because in this case W = r2 = 256, and there is no need in the barrel shifter
(Fig. 2b). Moreover, in this case, and g ≥ 1, all CMOS data wires of each
array are fully used at each operation, resulting in the maximum possible
throughput.
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area per useful bit, defined as [16]

a =
A

N(FCMOS)2
, (18)

depends on the granularity of exclusion g. Figure 5 shows the
mapping table overhead in comparison with that due to the
redundant cells, as a function of data fragment size (granu-
larity). As Eq. (8) shows, when the granularity is increased,
the mapping table shrinks (because the memory has fewer
fragments). On the other hand, the redundancy overhead is
skyrocketing, because the use of heavy BCH codes, which are
necessary to handle such long fragments, is very expensive in
terms of decoding latency. Only if the fraction of bad bits is
very low, this increase of the redundant cell number (in order
to get fixed yield Y ) is deferred to very high data fragment
size.

Figure 6 presents typical final results7 of our optimization
procedure, carried out for several values of the total access
time (for our parameters, dominated by the ECC decoding
time). The cusps on the curves are due to sudden changes
of discrete parameters (gr2, n and k) for which the largest
memory density is achieved. This is due to the fact that as the
fraction q of bad memory cells is increased, the granularity gr2

has to be decreased in order to sustain acceptable probability
of ECC-correctable data fragments. (Only for very high q the
fragment length gr2 becomes less than the nanowire segment
size r2, i.e. the fragment may be stored in a single block.) As
a result, optimal error correcting codes become shorter, i.e. n
and k decrease.

Returning to Fig. 6, it shows that even at the initial
stage of the CMOL technology development (when the ratio
FCMOS/Fnano is of the order of 3), the defect tolerance and

7Though formally the results depend on the total memory size N and yield
Y , they are rather insensitive to these parameters in the range of our interest
(N ≈ 1012 bits, Y ≈ 90%). As Fig. 6 shows, the required memory access
time τ also has a marginal effect on density, provided that τ is not too small.



density of crossbar memories may be quite impressive. Indeed,
if the required latency is not too small (say, 10 ns or higher),
crossbar memories may become denser than semiconductor-
based memories at the fraction of bad devices as high as ∼
15%, and at the (quite realistic) value q = 5% provide a nearly
five-fold density edge (a ∼= 1.2 instead of 6). For Fnano = 15
nm this would mean useful a density of ∼ 30 Gbits/cm2, i.e.
the level which semiconductor memory technology may be
able to reach in the very end of scaling [1], if ever.

Moreover, as the CMOL technology matures, the
FCMOS/Fnano ratio may approach an order of magnitude
(say, FCMOS = 32 nm, Fnano = 3 nm), and the crossbar
memory superiority may be quite spectacular. Indeed, as
Fig. 6 shows, for the defect fraction q = 2% (which looks
quite plausible), the cell area factor a may become as low as
0.1, implying the dimensional density as high as 1 Tbit/cm2,
far beyond the most optimistic projections for the purely
semiconductor memory technologies [1].

The analysis carried out above has been based on the
fundamental physical limitations for the crosspoint nanodevice
parameters, in particular, RON. For the currently implemented
devices, the picture is somewhat different. For example, if the
simple and reproducible CuOx devices [6] may be scaled down
to Fnano = 3 nm, the effective value of RON/D would be ∼ 2
MΩ, resulting in intrablock latency of about 50 ns. This means
that our speed results (Fig. 6) would degrade only slightly. On
the other hand, for the demonstrated molecular monolayers,
typical RON/D of a similarly scaled crosspoint device would
be in the GΩ range, so that the memory speed would be much
lower. However, a considerable progress of the development
of better molecular devices during the next few years may be
readily anticipated.

Finally, our calculations have been carried out for hybrid
resistive memories with the area-distributed CMOL interface
which simultaneously provides the segmented nanowire struc-
ture (Fig. 2b). However, we have found the contribution from
the nanowire recharging time to the total access time virtually
negligible. This is why our final results may be approximately
valid for the hybrid memories with global blocks and periph-
eral CMOS/nano interfaces (see, e.g., [9]), though they seem
much harder for the practical implementation than the CMOL
interface.
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